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ORDINARY LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL  SYSTEMS

OF THE  SECOND  ORDER*

BY

RUDOLPH E. LANGER

1. Introduction. The system composed of a linear differential equation

of order « with boundary conditions applying at the end points of an interval

is known to be expressible also as a system of » differential equations of the

first order with boundary conditions of corresponding type. In particular,

if the original system is of the form

«<">(*) + Piix,p)u<*-»ix) + • • • + Pnix,p)uix) = 0,

(1) "_1
E{«ii«(,)(«) + ß»«wib)} =0 0" = 1,2, • • ■ , »),
¡-o

with the coefficient Piix, p) a polynomial of degree i in p, then it may also

be written in the specific form

n

»/ (*) ■ E {pni*)p + ?>i(*)} u¡ix),

(2)
n

E{*í!«l(*)  + T,I«l(Í)}    =0 ij  =   1,2,   •   •   •   ,   «).t
i-1

Moreover, if in the original system (1) the coefficients of the boundary con-

ditions are polynomials in the parameter, the same is also true when the sys-

tem is written in the form (2).

The systems (1) and (2) are both adapted to a consideration of the associ-

ated boundary problems and both of these problems have been discussed

under hypotheses of considerable generality.J An essential restriction, how-

ever, which has been imposed in all but a few investigations dealing with sys-

* Presented to the Society, September 7,1928, and August 29,1929; received by the editors in

June, 1928, and May, 1929.

t Wilder, C. E., these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), p. 497.
X Cf. in the case of system (1), Tamarkin 1. Some General Problems of the Theory of Ordinary

Linear Differential Equations, etc., Petrograd, 1917 (in Russian), 2. Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 27

(1927), p. 1 ; and in the case of system (2), Birkhoff and Langer, Proceedings of the American Academy

of Arts and Sciences, vol. 58 (1923), p. 51.
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tems of specialized types, is that certain so-called conditions of "regularity"

be fulfilled.*

The present paper is a discussion of the systems (1) and (2) of the second

order, and a first purpose of the paper is the consideration of the boundary

problems when certain of the major hypotheses of regularity are omitted.

This weakening of the restrictions imposed in general involves a sacrifice of

the convergence of the series expansions for arbitrary functions in terms of

the solutions of the differential system. It is shown, however, that in a

wide class of cases in which these expansions are non-convergent, they are

nevertheless summable by suitable means.

Beyond this extension of the theories to irregular cases a second purpose

of the paper is to equalize the extent of development of the theories of the

two systems. While, on the one hand, the system (2) includes the system

(1) and is somewhat more general, the investigations concerned with it have

hitherto been confined to the case in which the coefficients of the boundary

conditions are free from the parameter, y In the present discussion the

coefficients are taken to be polynomials and in this respect the development

of the theory of system (2) is brought to a par with that of the system (1)4

In the matter of the expansibility of arbitrary functions in series of char-

acteristic solutions, on the other hand, the theory of system (2) includes

theorems asserting that n such functions may be simultaneously expanded

with a single determination of coefficients, whereas in this respect the theory

of system (1) has not hitherto been extended beyond the theorems on the

expansibility of a single function. The simultaneous expansions associated

with system (1) are included in the following considerations.

Representation of the differential system in matrix form is largely but

not exclusively used as the most convenient scheme of notation. To obviate

confusion between matrix and scalar quantities, however, the former are

exclusively designated by script capitals. In the case of a matrix in which

both columns are the same the designating letter is modified by a succeeding

dot, while in the case of a matrix in which both rows are the same a preceding

dot is used.   Such matrices will be referred to as vectors.  As a general rule

* The irregular system of type (1) and second order in which the differential equation is of a spec-

ialized form and the boundary conditions are free from the parameter has been considered by Stone,

these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), p. 23. Certain special irregular systems of the third order have been

considered by Hopkins, these Transactions, vol. 20 (1919), p. 245, and by Ward, Annals of Mathe-

matics, (2), vol. 26 (1924), p. 21, and these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), p. 716.

t Cf. Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit.

í Tamarkin 2, loe. cit.
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the notation in so far as matrices are concerned is that used by Birkhoff and

the author in the paper cited.*

2. The differential system of type (l).   The explicit form of the system

of type (1) to be considered is

«"(Ö + {Íu(ÖP + pio(Ö } «'(Ö + {PnOÙP2 + ptiiQp + íiott)} «(Ö = 0,

«,i(p)«'(a) + aj0(p)u(a) + ß,i(P)u'(b) + ßi0(p)u(b) = 0, j =1,2,

in which the an, /3,¡ are any polynomials in p. The coefficients of the system

may be real or complex. To obviate discussions not essential to the primary

purpose of the paper, we shall suppose them to have derivatives of sufficiently

high orders on the interval (a, b). As explicit hypotheses on the system (3),

however, we shall assume as is usual f that on (a, b) the roots 0i(£), 02(£),

of the equation

Ô2 + pii(S)0 + pad) = 0,

are distinct, non-vanishing, and of constant argument, i.e.,

«MÖ^iMÖ,
(4) i i

*i(6 = | »/(Ö I e4^ * 0, ;-1,2.

If we suppose, as we may, that the arguments c¡ are determined so that

| Cl  —   C2 |   g   7T,

the change of variables and parameter

« = iK£)y,    * = (¿i - «)-!({ - a),   p = Xtr«««***'/*,

with a suitable determination of the function «A(£), reduces the interval

(a, b) to (0, 1) and the system (3) to the form

(a) /'(»)  - \\(ri(x) + r,(*)) + qi(x))y'(x) + {\2ri(x)r2(x)

(5) + X(ri(*)cji(*) - ri (*)) + q2(x)} y(x) = 0,

(b) «,i(X)/(0) + «„(X)y(0) + co;,(X)y'(l) + «/4(X)y(l) =0, j = 1,2.

In this form, which we designate as the normal form, the coefficients o>,i(X)

are again polynomials, and if we write

rj(x) = vj\ r¡(x)\ ,

we have

* The reader is referred to that paper for a brief introductory exposition of the differential

system in matrix form.

t Cf. Tamarkin 2, loc. cit., pp. 3 and 21; Birkhoff and Langer, loc. cit., pp. 72 and 109. Bliss,

however, has considered the differential system with a set of conditions under which this hypothesis

may not be fulfilled; these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), p. 561.
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(a) |r,(*)| >0, ;- 1,2;

(6)    (b) vi = vt~l = eia, 0 = a = v/2    («constant);

(c) riix) ?¿ rtix).

The system (5) may now be expressed in the form of the differential sys-

tem (2) by setting y=yi, and writing

y{ = Xri(x)yi + eU "dxy2,

(7) r
yi = Xr2(x)y2 - qtix)e-J° a'dlyi.

3. The matrix form of system (2).  In the notation of matrices the sys-

tem (2) takes the form

i/(ö- [<PiQp + m)\ u(ö,
(8)

WaUia)+WbVib) = Ö,

the elements of any column of a matrix solution l>(£) constituting a solution

of system (2). This system we shall consider for the case in which the ele-

ments of the matrices Wa and Wb are any polynomials in p, and we shall

suppose as in §2 that the coefficients involved have derivatives of such orders

as may be required. With the hypothesis, which we shall now make, that

the roots 0i(£), 02(£), of the determinant equation

Puii) - 6       pniO

Pnii)        Puit) - &
= 0,

satisfy the conditions (4), we may without loss of generality suppose that

in system (8), ¿>,¡(£) = 5,!0j(£),* where S)7=l, d,i = 0,j^l.

The functions yW(£), ̂ 2(£) may now be determined so that the change of

variables and parameter

l>(0 = iSifPiimrHi),    x=ib- a)-\i -a),    p = X-«-+*>'2,

reduces the system (8) to the normal form

(a) Vix) - {<B¿x)\ + <Bix)\Tix) = 0,

(b) WniWiO) +Wui\)Til) = 0-

In this form the elements of the matrices 2^i2 and Wa are again polynomials,

while

* Cf. BirkhoS and Langer, loe. cit., p. 72.  Throughout this paper the symbol ä,i will be used

exclusively to designate the "Kronecker delta" as in the text.
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%(x)
ri(x)       0

0       r2(x)
<B(x) =

0      bi(x)

b2(x)       0

and the functions ri(x), r2(x) satisfy the conditions (6).

We observe now that the pair of equations (7) are precisely in the form

of the component equations of the vector system corresponding to (9), i.e.,

with

(a) V(x)- - K(x)X+ B(*)}T(x). = 0,

(b) Wi2(\)T(0) ■ + W3i(\)T(l) ■ =0,

with

(11) bi(x) = eh «i<*>*»,    b2(x) = - q2(x)e-J° «l(x)dl.

Hence the equation (5a) is equivalent to one of form (10a) in which the

element bi(x) vanishes nowhere in the interval. Inasmuch as this property

is invariant under a change of variables the greater generality of system

(10) without restriction of bi(x) is evident. Any conclusions to be derived

for the system (10) will be expressible in terms of the system (5) by means

of the relations

yi(x) = y(x), . y(x) = yi(x),
(12) r* r*

y2(x) = [y'(x) - \ri(x)y(x))e-h *dx ;   y'(x) = \rx(x)yi(x) + eJ\*ixy2(x).

4. The asymptotic solutions. The asymptotic forms of certain solutions

of the matrix equation (9a) and its adjoint equation

(13) Z'(x) + Z(x){%(x)\ +<B(x)] = 0,

are known* when X is confined to any region of the X plane in which

Re (\ri(x) - \r2(x))\

either remains greater than or less than some constant for all x of the interval

(0, 1). To insure the availability of these asymptotic forms over the entire

X plane we make the usual hypothesisj that

(14) arg {ri(x) — r2(x)} = A (a constant).

This imposes no restriction on the functions r¡(x) beyond those already in-

volved in (6), when the argument a of (6b) is either 0 or 7r/2, for irrespective

of the functions r,(x) the quantity (14) has in the former of these cases the

* Cf. Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit., p. 87.

t The symbol Re(/¿) will be used to designate "the real part of n"

X Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit., p. 83; Tamarkin 2, loe. cit., p. 21.
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constant value 0 or ir, as is evident from (6b) and (6c), while in the latter

case it has the constant value 7r/2. When 0 <a < ir/2, however, the restriction

imposed by the hypothesis (14) is clearly that the ratio fi(*)/f2(*) be a

constant.

We adopt now the familiar notation [aÇx)] to designate an expression of

the form

MO                    r/M        / x   i   a¿*>   i a<(*)   ,  F(s,X)
(15) [aix)\ = aix) -\-1-\- —— + ,

A A A

where I is any desired integer, and EÇx, X) denotes a function which is

analytic in X and bounded for | X | sufficiently large. If we abbreviate then,

by setting

Rii*,t) = j  rlx)dx,    Rlx) = R¡ix,0),    R¡ = F,(1,0),

the asymptotic solutions for the equations (9a) and (13), when X remains in

any half-plane bounded by a line parallel to the ray

arg X = ir/2 — A ,

are respectively as follows:

(16a) T(x) = P(*,X)£(*,X),

where

(b) e,,(*,X) =5<3-ex'M*\

(16)
(c) />„(*,X) = Ku-^puix)],  paix) =- 1 ;

and

(a) Z(«) = e-Kx,\)Hix,\),
in)

(b) qnix,X) = X'«"1 [qnix)], quix) = 1.

Each column of the matrix (16a) is a solution of the vector equation (10a)

and each row of the matrix (17a) is a solution of the vector equation

(18) • Z'(*) + • Z(x) {<Px(*)X + <8ix)} = 0 .

5. The boundary conditions. The adjoint system. The boundary condi-

tions which together with the equation (18) yield the vector system adjoint'

to (11) are of the form

(19) • Z(0) V + ■ Z(l) V = 0 ,



(22)
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the matrices V and V being required to satisfy the conditions (i), that the

rectangular array of their elements

(20) || Va, v¡¡\\ be of rank 2,

and (ii), that

(21) WnV-W3iV = 0*

To obtain these boundary conditions in terms of the elements of the matrices

in (10b) we proceed as follows.

Let WjiQC) be defined as the matrix whose elements are those of the/th

and fth columns of the array

Wn(X)      Wi2(X)      Wis(X)      Wui\)

W>2l(X)       W22(X)       k>23(X)       w2ii\)

From consistency of this definition with the notation of equation (10b), it

follows that the elements of (22) are those of the matrices Q^n and W3i, and

are, therefore, polynomials in X. Moreover, our hypotheses must include

the assumption that for all values of X the array (22) is of rank two. We now

designate by 3«, the matrix whose elements are zero excepting that in the

Ath row and /th column which is unity, i.e.,

(23) 3&J = («¡»Í/,).

Then it is readily verified that we may write

Wu   =Wk.2+01«+Wm,2+n3lm,

W3i=Wh,2+,32l+Wm,2+n32n;     h,l= 1,2;     h + m = l + n= 3,

with any choice of the subscripts subject to the restrictions indicated. If

Yac and -Z*¡ are then defined by the relations

(24)

and

(25)

Ti,- = T(0)-,    T34- = T(l)-,

rhr =3uT(0)- +32.(-2r(l)-,   for h = 1,2 ; I = 3,4;

■Z«=--Z(0),      Z,«=Z(1),

-Z« = - -Z(0)3a, + -Z(l)3,_2,2,    for    h = 1,2 ; I = 3,4 ;

it follows that

(26) 8PuT(0) • + WuTil) ■ = Wurhl ■ + WmnTmn ■,

and furthermore that

* Bliss, loc. cit., p. 562.
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(27) -Zix)Tix)- — -Za¡Ta¡- + • Zm„T„mn ■» mn

0

In these relations the subscripts may be chosen as any permutation of the

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, subject to h<l and m<n.

Now for any value of X the subscripts h, I may be so chosen that W'^/ÇX)

exists. Then condition (10b) is found with the use of (26) to reduce the

matrix (27) to the zero matrix if the vector • ZÇx) satisfies the condition

• Z„„  -   • ZklW'hlWmn   =   0.

This relation expressed in the form (19), as it may be by the use of (25),

is easily shown to satisfy the conditions (20) and (21). Hence we may write

the system (10) and its adjoint system in the corresponding forms

(a) Tix)- - {<H(*)X+ <Bix)}Tix)- = 0,

(b) Vhr + W-h\i\)Wmni\)Tmn-  = 0,     h < I ; m < n ;

and

(a) • Z'ix) + ■ Zix) {%ix)\ + <Bix) ) = 0,

(b) • Zmn  -   ■ ZUWui\)Wmni\)   =   0,        A  <  I  ',    «  <   «.

6. The characteristic values. The characteristic equation whose roots

are the values of X for which the system (10) admits of a solution other

than the trivial solution T(.r) s0, is obtained by equating to zero the

determinant of the matrix on the left of equation (9b).* With the form (16a)

substituted for Tix), this equation may be written

(30) D(X) = 0,

where

(31) Di\) =|^I2(X)P(0,X) +^34(X)<P(1,X)£(1,X)| .

If the values given by (16b) and (16c) are substituted in this expression for

DÇk), the latter becomes explicitly

dui\) + (¿n(X)ex"i    d12(X) + duÇk)e™'

dtiiX) + ¿23(X)eXÄ>    rf„(X) + d24(Xyfi»

where we have abbreviated by setting

dui\) = WiiOOPuiO.W) + wai\)ptii0,\),

di.i+iW = w,3(X)/>i,-(l,X) + wui\)Ptjil,\),    i,j = 1,2.

(32) DÇK) =.

* Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit., p. 87.
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For convenience in the discussion of equation (30), as well as for later

reference, we define the determinants 7)r(X) by the formulas

7>o(X) = | dii,dn\ ,   Di(\) = | da,da\ ,   D2(\) = | da,dn\ ,
(34) ,

D3(\) = | di3,dn\ ,  Di(\) = | dii,du\ ,  Dh(\) = | di3,du\ .

In expanded form the expression (32) is, then,

(35) D(\) m Z?o(X) + Di(\)e™> + Z>2(X)ex* + 0,(X)eM*+*),

and in this the determinant 7>r(X), in virtue of (33) and (16c), either vanishes

identically or else is of the form

DT(\) =X*[o,],

with aT^ 0 and Kr an integer.

The conditions of "regularity" of the boundary problem to which refer-

ence has already been made, and which are usually imposed,* may be

summarized here briefly as follows: If in (6b) a = 0, then DoD3^0, and

ko = K3^ki, Ki, Ki, k5; if a = ir/2 then DiDi^O, and ki = k2^ko, k3, /c4, ks; and if

0<a<7r/2 then7)r^0, r = 0,1, 2, 3, and k0 = ki = k2 = k3^kí, k6. In the present

discussion we shall omit entirely these restrictions on the values of the

integers Kr.

The transcendental equation D(\) = 0, under variously restrictive hypoth-

eses, has been discussed by Wilder, Tamarkin, Pólya and Schwengler.

A discussion of the equation under hypotheses sufficiently general to include

those of the present case has been given by the author,f and we shall there-

fore be content here merely to summarize the salient facts. If each coefficient

7)r(X) in (35) is identically zero the characteristic equation (30) imposes no

restriction, and the system (10) accordingly admits of a solution for every

value of X. On the other hand, if one and only one coefficient 7>r(X) in (35)

fails to vanish identically the characteristic equation can have no roots

outside of a sufficiently large circle in the X planet. In these cases there is

no expansion problem. We shall not consider them further, but shall suppose

in proceeding that at least two terms of D(\) actually occur.

* Tamarkin 2, loc. cit., pp. 23, 25; Birkhoff and Langer, loc. cit., p. 89.

t In the present issue of the Transactions, pp. 837-844.

Í Examples of these cases are easily given. Thus, if in equation (9a) ri(x) and rt{x) are any dis-

tinct constants, and ii is a constant and bt =0, we have as an actual solution of the equation the matrix

(e\nx ¿M<*\

0    \x„*).    where   ß-Vfr-rO.

Then with the boundary condition

«*)-(í1).«*.-(J!3.
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In the case in which the constant a in (6b) is zero, the characteristic values

lie in strips of asymptotically constant width which for |X | sufficiently large

lie within arbitrarily small sectors including the positive and negative axes

of imaginaries. The bounding curves of the strips, moreover, approach

parallelism with these axes, and if / is any constant, then the number Ni

of characteristic values lying between the circles |X|=A, and |x|=A+/,,

satisfies, when A is sufficiently large, a relation of the form

(36) al- b = Ni = al + b,

a and b being specific constants. The case in which a = w/2 is similar to that

in which a = 0, with the exception that the strips containing the characteristic

values then lie in small sectors about the axes of reals and approach paral-

lelism with these axes.

Finally in the case 0 <a < w/2 the characteristic values lie asymptotically

at regular intervals along specific curves which approach parallelism with

certain rays in the X plane determined by the value a. If in the expression

(35) no term vanishes identically, these rays are given by the formula

(37) argX = ± tt/2 ± a,

and there is just one curve marking the asymptotic location of characteristic

values in any small sector enclosing one of these rays. If, on the other hand,

the terms in (35) are not all different from zero, some of the rays (37) will

have no corresponding curves of characteristic values and certain other rays

in the plane may have that property. Inasmuch as we shall not consider the

expansion problem in these latter cases, we shall go no further into details.

It is convenient for the considerations which follow to assign subscripts

to the characteristic values in the order of their numerical magnitude, i.e.,

so that

I X. | ^ | X>+i | .

As is customary, we shall designate the solutions of the systems (10) and (29)

corresponding to the characteristic value X„ by T*(z) • and -Z'Çx) respec-

tively.

system (10) is found to admit of the solution

**-(£)•■

for every value of X.   On the other hand with the value 13)n&) above and

«*)-(ii).

the characteristic equation is
X<¡M'i+ri)= 0,

and hence is satisfied only for X = 0.
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7. The contours Cn. It is clear from the discussion of the preceding

section that regardless of the value of a the number of characteristic values

which lie in any given annular region with center at X = 0, width /, and inner

radius of sufficient magnitude, is subject to a relation of the type (36).

Hence it is seen directly that it is always possible to construct in the X plane

an infinite sequence of closed contours Cn, n = ni, n2, ■ ■ ■ , having the fol-

lowing properties :

(i) Every point of any contour C„ lies at a distance greater than a

definite positive constant S from any characteristic value;

(ii) The contour C„ cuts the rays (37) and the axes of reals and imaginaries

at the distance A„ from the origin, where A„—>oo as n—><x> over the values

»i, «2, • • • ;

(iii) The contour C„ contains in its interior just n characteristic values;

(iv) The number of characteristic values between two consecutive con-

tours is bounded, i.e., nr+i-nr^N, for all r.

These contours CB are conveniently thought of as circles with centers at

X = 0 and respective radii A„, and to avoid unessential complications we shall

in the subsequent discussions consider them in that way.

A further fact which we note here for future reference is that the quotient

of Z)(X) by any one of its terms as given in (35) is bounded uniformly from

zero provided, firstly, that X remains uniformly away from the characteristic

values and, secondly, that | X | is sufficiently large.* Since by property (i)

above this condition is satisfied when X is confined to the contours described,

it follows that any quotient obtained by dividing a term of (35) by P(X)

remains uniformly bounded on the contours C„.

8. The formal expansion of an arbitrary vector. Let 3(x) ■ be a vector

chosen arbitrarily with integrable elements fi(x) and f2(x). We consider

formally the possibility of developing such a vector in a series of characteris-

tic vectors T'(x) ■, and seek to determine the coefficients c, in the relation

00

(38) Hx)- ~ Zc.r«(x)-.
»-i

The symbol ~ is used here to emphasize the fact that the equality is implied

in a formal sense only. The following deductions are to be purely heuristic

and hence the assumptions to be made in the course of the reasoning are

not to be considered as essential. In a later section the rigorous consideration

of the results to be obtained will be made.

* Langer, loe. cit.
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If we abbreviate by designating the left-hand members of equations

(28a) and (29a) by £(T, X)- and -9tf(Z, X), respectively, i.e.,

•C(r,X)- - Tix)- - {3l(x)X+ B(*)}T(*).,

•3K(Z,X) = -Z'ix) + •Z(z){<Pv(*)X + «(*)},

the relation

•Z'(x)^(T',Xr)- + .9K(Z«,X.)r'(x)- = 0

is an identity in the values r and s.  Upon integration we obtain from it the

equation

)  f    Z'^T'-
70

(39) (X. -Ml     Z"RJ'dx+ -Z'ix)r'ix)-
i

0.

If WhiÇX) designates, now, the determinant of the corresponding matrix

WhiÇx), this determinant is a polynomial in X, and if there are characteristic

values for which the determinant vanishes they can be only finite in number.

With the possible exception of a limited number of values of r and s, then,

the final matrix in the left-hand member of (39) can be written, in virtue of

(27), (28b) and (29b), in the form

=      zÚW~]i\)WmniX)\        'Tin'.
\ ' x=x.

■Z'T'

Moreover, if the subscripts h, I are chosen so that the degree of the deter-

minant WhiÇX) is at least as high as that of any other determinant formed

from the columns of the array (22), we may write

(40) -At fafoWUx) Y'"' = E 7r7r^*(Ar),
X, — Xr   I ;   x=Xr k-0    rVni{\,)

where the elements of the matrix ^.*(X) are rational in X, and K+1 is at most

as great as the degree of Wm(X). If Xr^ X, it follows from this that relation

(39) may be expressed in the form

(4i) f'-Z'îtr'-d* + -z'u E —\- TOr)r;„- = 0.
Jo k-o vVuiK)

If we suppose in proceeding that the characteristic values are all simple

and distinct from the zeros of WhiÇX), the relation (41) is valid except pos-

sibly for s = r. Hence on multiplying the equation (41) by cr, the general

coefficient in (38), and summing with respect to r we obtain formally with

the use of (38) the relation
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(42)
<J o

Z«RSSdx+ -Z'kiKSK,)

= c.\ f   ■ Z"Rj'dx + ■ z'u £ —^— £*(x.)r;„-1.
v ^o *-o Whii\.) )

In this we have abbreviated by setting

00

(43) £cr£*(Xr)Tl- = X4- ik = 0,1,2, ••-,£),
r-l

and

(44) t^—^=K.M-.
*-0   lVnl(Xs)

The relation (42) involves only matrices in which all elements are the same.

Hence if we suppose the matrix on the right to be different from Ö, the

equality of the general element on the left with the general element on the

right determines the constant c,.

It is true that the matrix ^(X.) ■ apparently involves the constants cT

through the relations (44) and (45), and that therefore the determination of c,

by (42) is elusive. We may formally obviate the difficulty in this point by

supposing that the constants cr can be chosen to yield not merely relation

(38) but also and simultaneously the relations (43), in which the 3C*- are

•constant vectors chosen at pleasure. We shall proceed from this standpoint.

It was observed in §3 that the conclusions drawn for the vector system

(10) are expressible also for the system (5) by means of the relations (12).

Hence if the vector relation (38) is resolved into its components, and y\ix)

and y2ix) are expressed in terms of y'ix) and y'ix), we obtain from it the

simultaneous formal expansions

00

fiix) « £cy*(z),

<45) -:

/*(*) «   £c. {?"'(*) - \riix)y'ix)}e-f° *(«>*«,
•=i

associated with the system (5). In these relations/i(a;) and/2(a;) are arbitrary,

while the coefficients c, are the same in both series and are determined by (42).

9. The formal derivation of the contour integral. The characteristic val-

ues of the adjoint systems (28) and (29) are the same, and if X is not such a

value there exists for the systems a Green's matrix Çix, t, X) in terms of

which the solution of the non-homogeneous system corresponding to (29), i.e.,

(a) -mv,\) = -<Aix),
(46) _i

(b) • Vmn - ■ VnWui\)Wmni\) = 0,
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is given by the formula

■V(t) = -    f  -^(x)Ç(x,t,\)dx.*
J 0

At the characteristic values the elements of Ç(x, t, X) become infinite, and if,

in particular, Ç(x,t,\) has a simple pole at a given characteristic value the

form of its residue there is known and is given by the formula

(47) Ç'(x,t) = lim Ç(x,t,\){\ - X.} = a.T'(z) • • Z-(t),
x-»x,

where a, is a specific constant.!. With these facts at hand we shall seek

formally to construct a function with residues which are the terms of the

the series (38), and hence to express the sum of any number of terms of this

series as a contour integral in the X plane.

Let • Q(x, X) be a vector to be subsequently determined, and let • V(x, X)

be accordingly defined by the equation

(48) -x;(*,x) = -Z'(x) + -e(*,x){x-x,}.

The substitution of -Z'(x) from this relation into the system (29) with

X=X8 yields for • V(x, X) the differential system

(a)   -^rcu.x) = {x-x.}{--u(*,x)<r(*) + -m-exU,
(49) _i

(b) • Vmn -   ■ VhfflM (\)W mn(\)   =    {X  -  X.} ■ 3C( • e,X.,X) ,

where

(50) • sc( • e,x., X) = • e«(x) - • Qu(\)Wti (\)Wmn(\) - ■ zù Ê —-!—-9 *(X) .
t-o WuÇK.)

The relation (49b) is readily verified with the use of (40), and evidently re-

duces to the form (46b) if

(51) •3C(-e,X.,X)stf,

This identity (51), looked upon as a condition on the hitherto undetermined

vector -Q(x, X) contains but two component relations, and hence imposes

but two conditions on the four elements of -Q(\, X) and -Q(0, X). It is clear,

therefore, that -Q(x, X) may always be chosen to satisfy (51). If we assume

such a choice the system (49) may be formally considered as of the type (46),

and hence we may write

V(t,\) = - {X - X,}   f { • V(xM(x) + -m-e,*.)}Ç(x,t,\)dx.
Jo

* Birkhoff and Langer, loc. cit., pp. 67,68.

t Birkhoff and Langer, loc. cit., p. 106.
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As X—>X, this relation becomes in virtue of (47) and (48)

(52)    -Z'it) = -a. f {-Z'ix)nx)r'ix)- + -Mi-G,Wix)- )dx-Z'it).
J 0

The elimination of the vector • Q from the equality (52) may now be made

as follows.  From equations (28) and (27) we find that

^0

Mi-Ç,\.)T'ix)-dx = -QixWix)- = -e«WT»r + -emni\.)ri

= {- ■GmÍ^)WJíx.)WUx.)+ •e-»(x.)}r'B-,

while in this final form the quantity within the brace is by (51) equal to

the last term on the right of (50) with X replaced by X„. Hence we may write

(52) in the form

• Z'it) = - a.{  f   ■ Z'<RJ'dx + • ZI.E =r-r-r 3*(X.)rl.- \ ■ Z'it).
Wo -i=o WhiiX,) )

The coefficient of -Z'(/) on the right of this relation is a matrix all of whose

elements are the same, and because of this, as is easily verified, we may

multiply the relation by c,T'Çx) • on the left and subsequently omit the

the vector • Z"(f) on the right. Then replacing the quantity within the brace

by its equivalent as given by (42), we find that

(53) c.T'ix) ■ = - a,T'ix) ■ j f   ■ Z'«)^«*«) -dt + ■ Z*X(X.) • 1.

The vector -Z¿ by the definitions (25) is a linear combination of the

vectors •Z'(l) and Z^O) with coefficients which are constant matrices.

In virtue of formula (47), therefore, we may write (53) in the form

(54)e.T'(*)- = -   f Ç'ix,t)^mit)-dt- {£'(*,l)ei+ Ç'ix.oMKO*)-,
Jo

where Qo and Qi are constant. Now the elements of A^(X) • were observed in

§8 to be rational functions of X of degree at most ( — 1). We shall consider

these rational functions expanded in powers of 1/X, and for |X | large we

shall replace the elements of ^(X) • by the leading terms of the resulting

series. Then if C„ is a contour enclosing the first « characteristic values and

no others we are led by (54) to the correspondence

(55)

Í.c.r'ix)-~—[     f   Çix,t,\)^.it)5it)-dKdt
,-i 2m Jo   J Cn

-— f {Ç(*,iM- + £(*,o,xMo-]A
2iri Jc. ) X
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where the vectors zÄi ■ and zAo • are constants, and where in using the symbol

~in place of the sign of equality we waive the questions of the terms in

A^(X) ■ which have been dropped and also of the residue introduced by the

integrand in this form at X = 0.

Let the vector zA(x) ■ be defined now by the formula

<tA(x)- = xtAv + (x - l)c/fo-.

Then recalling the discontinuity of the Green's matrix at the point t = x*

we find that

Ç(x,l,\)vfv + Ç(x,0,\)vio-

= -zA(x)- +   f {Çt(x,t,\)tA(t)- + Ç(x,t,\)zA'(t)-]dt
Jo

= -iA(x)- -   f   ^(x,/,x){\£R(/)q^(/)- + <B(t)*A(t)- -zA'(t)-\dt.
Jo

It follows that the relation (55) may be written in the form

(56) ¿c.r«(*)- ~s^(*).
«=i

-f    f Ç(x,t,\){5l(/){f(0- - \-i<B(t)zA(t)■ + \-liA'(t)■ }d\dt,
2-kíJo   J cn

where we have abbreviated by setting

(57) 3(t) ■ - *A(t) ■ = ij(t) ■ .

The vector 7^(X) • is given by (44) in terms of the vectors 3C*- which we

assumed in §8 could be chosen at pleasure. Since the coefficients of <¡A(x) ■

in turn depend upon A^- ,«it is clear that we may at this point consider these

coefficients at our disposal. We shall choose them so that the vector (57) satis-

fies the conditions

(58) ff(0)- =0,    fi(l). =0,

namely,

(59) *A(x)- = xi(l)- + (1 - x)Er-(O)-.

Lastly we shall retain in the brace of the integrand in (56) only the term of

highest degree in X. This is consistent with our previous disposal of all but

the term of highest degree in the vector Â^-. The integral to which we are

thus led is, then,

* Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit., p. 70.
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(60) 3„(x,fi) =e/f(*)--: f     f   G>(x,f,X)?l(f)ff(f)-aXdf.
2iriJo    Jc„

We shall consider in subsequent sections the convergence of this expres-

sion (60) as «—-><», the contours G being those described in §7. In that dis-

cussion we shall ignore the formal deductions above by which the expression

Xix, 3) was deduced. This evidently means replacing the formal series

(38) by the series of residues of the integrand in (60), and we shall henceforth

refer to this series of residues as the expansion associated with the arbitrary

vector ff ix) ■. It will ultimately be shown that under suitable conditions this

expansion is convergent.

10. The contour integrals for the summability of the expansion. The

vector integral (60) may or may not converge as »—* =°. Even in the case of

non-convergence, however, its component integrals, or the corresponding

expansions, may be summable by suitable means, and indeed we shall show

later that such summability and its order depend directly upon the boundary

conditions of the original differential system. The method of summation of

series to which we shall resort is described as follows.

The components of the formal vector expansion (38) are given by the

formulas

OO

(61) /••(*)« £cry/(x) (»-1,2).
r-l

In connection with them we shall consider the sequence of sums

(62) ¿cr|l -(j) \ V(*) (i- l,2;«-'«i, «i, •■■).

in which A„ is the radius of the contour G of §7 and p is a positive constant

whose precise specification we defer to a later section. The index <r¿ is a con-

stant, positive or zero, and for non-integral values of it we define the quantity

with exponent d by the formula

A'i =  6"il°g-4

where the principal value of the logarithm is to be understood.

The expressions (62) are a form of the Riesz typical means* for the series

(61), and if for either value of i the sequence (62) converges the corresponding

* The application of the Riesz typical means in this manner to Birkhoff's and Fourier's series

has been made by Stone, these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 695-761 ; and vol. 29 (1927), pp. 25-53;

also Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 33 (1927), pp.721-732. More detailed dis-

cussions and references are to be found in these papers.
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expansion (61) is said to be summable of order ct¿. The extension of this

definition to the vector form is obvious. Thus we shall define the matrix

Sn(x) by the formulas

Sn(X)   =   iSiiSinÇX)),
(63)

and shall refer to the expansion (38) as summable of order (oï, <r2), if the

sequence of expressions

(64) ÊcrS-(Xr)T'(x)-
r-l

converges as »—» <x>.

The deduction of a formulation for summability of the vector integral

3n(x, ï- ) of (60) is now easily made. Thus the general term of the expression

(64) is obtainable by multiplying the relation (54) on the left by the matrix

Sn(Xr). Then since Sn(X) is analytic over the entire plane the steps to the

relations corresponding to (55) and (56) involve no difficulties, and yield

the contour integral related to the sum (64). Precisely the considerations

made at the close of §9 lead then to a study of the integral

(65) Jnix,5-) =<Aix)--; f     f Sni\)Çix,t,\)<BS.t)5it)-dkdt.
2irl Jo    Jc„

If this integral converges with particular, values of the constants o-¿ we shall

say that the ¿th component of the integral (60) is summable of order o\-, or,

more briefly, that the expansion 3„(x, ff) is summable of order («ri, tr2).

Since Sn(X) reduces to the unit matrix for o-i = cr2 = 0, the integral (60) is

clearly included in the integral (65), and summability of order (0,0) signifies

convergence.

11. The simultaneous expansions associated with system (5). The com-

ponents of the formal vector expansion (38) were seen in §8 to yield the

simultaneous formal expansions (45) associated with the differential system

(5). The corresponding resolution of the vector relation (60) will in similar

manner lead to a pair of contour integrals involving the arbitrary com-

ponents fiix),ftix), of the vector $'(#) •. The expression of these integrals in

terms solely of quantities associated with the system (5) requires, to begin

with, the determination of the relationship between the Green's function

GÇc, t, X) for system (5), and the elements of the Green's matrix Ç' Çx,t, X)

for the system (9).
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If in system (7) the second equation is modified by the addition of a

function <pÇx) to its right-hand member, the resulting equations are the

components of the vector equation

(66) Tix) ■ - {<H(*)X + <Bix)} Vix) ■ = (  °  Y ,
\(t>ix)/

with biix) and qiix) related by formulas (11). On the other hand, if ytÇx) is

eliminated from this modified system (7), it is found that yiÇx) satisfies the

equation

(67) liyi,\) =4>ix)biix),

where iÇy, X) is used to denote the left-hand member of equation (5a).

Upon adjoining to equation (66) the boundary condition (10b), and to

equation (67) the corresponding boundary conditions (5b), we obtain two

non-homogeneous differential systems which are solved respectively by the

formulas

(a) r(*). =    C Çix,t,\)(   °  Ydí,
(68) J0, V<K0/

(b) yiix) =    f Gix,t,\)biit)<t>it)dt.
Jo

Inasmuch as the value of yiix) given by the first component formula of

(68a) must be identical with the value given by the formula (68b), regardless

of the choice of the function (pit), we conclude that

(69) guix,t,\) =Gix,t,\)hit).

To obtain from this last equality the formulas for the remaining elements

of the Green's matrix, we recall that in its points of continuity the matrix

ÇÇx, t, X) satisfies the equation (9a) as a function of x, and satisfies the equa-

tion adjoint to (9a) as a function of /; i.e.,

(a) Ç*ix,t,\) = \<Rfx)\ + <Bix)}Çix,t,\),

(70) (b) Çtix,t,\) = - Çix,t,\){%it)\ + Vit)}-*

From these equations we draw now respectively the component relations

dgu

dx

dgn

dt

= Xriix)gn + biix)gtt,

= - Xr2(*)gi2 - biit)gn,

Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit., pp. 69, 70.
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which yield the values of gaix, t, X) and gu(x, t, X) in terms of the element

(69).  Lastly, a further component relation of (70a), i.e.,

dgn
—— = Xri(x)gn + bi(x)gu,

ox

yields the value of g2i(x, t, X) in terms of the value gn(x, t, X) already at hand.

For convenience in summarizing these results, we abbreviate by setting

G(x,t,\) = \Gx(x,t,\) - \ri(x)G(x,t,\)}erfo <"d*.

Then replacing the function bi(x) by its value as given in (11), we obtain the

final formulas

gu(x,t,\) = -G((*,/,X) - {\r2(t) +qi(t)}G(x,t,\),

gu(x,t,\) ~G(x,t,\)ef*«<",

gn(x,t,\) = -Gt(x,t,\) - {\ri(t) + qi(t)}G(x,t,\),

g22(x,t,X) = G(x,t,\)efo «"".

With the relations thus deduced at hand the components of the integral

(60) may now be expressed directly in terms of the differential system (5).

Thus we find for them the formulas

(a) 7i„(/,,/2) = ai(x) + In(fi,fi,G),

(b) /2n(/l,/2)   =   Ot(x)   + In(fl,fi,G),

where

í.(/i./«,C)=-í     f   {Gt(x,t,\)ri(t)Mt)+G(x,t,\)[fi(t){\ri(t)ri(t)
2irlJo    J c„  \

+ ri(t)qi(t)} - fi(t)r2(t)efl "<"] XdUt.

The convergence or summability of these expansions Iin(fi,f2) and I2n(fi,f2)

to the respective values fi(x) &ndf2(x), will clearly follow from the argument

which we shall develop in later sections to establish the convergence or sum-

mability of the vector integral (60) to the value ï(x) ■ .*

* The expansion theorem for a single arbitrary function in terms of the solutions of a system of

type (5) is contained in the work of Tamarkin 2, loc. cit., §6, where the expansion formula is derived

by methods distinct from those of the present paper. Despite a considerable difference in the final

formulations, it is found that the expansion given by him for a function fi(x) is formally included in

the first of the expansions (72) above, being deducible from theformula /.„(/i./j) with the particular

choice fi(x) =f[ (x) exp (—jxqidx). The identification of the two results is most easily made by

comparing the formulas of Tamarkin 2, pp. 35-36, with the first component relation of (54), the values

(71) being substituted and suitable choice of the elements of the matricesQa,Qi,and Kj being made.

We note that the argument employed by Tamarkin can also be adapted for application to the differ-

ential system in matrix form. When applied in that manner it yields a derivation which may be

considered alternative to that above for the expansion of an arbitrary vector.
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12. The Green's matrix.   The Green's matrix for the vector system (10)

is given by the formula

(73) Ç(x,t,\) = |T(«) { ± 3 + D-i(X) {^i2(X)T(0) - W3i(\)T(l)} } Z(t),

where the ambiguous sign is to be chosen + when t<x, and — when t>x*

In this formula the matrix 3 is the unit matrix, T(*) and Z(x) are any pair

of associated matrix solutions of the equation (9a) and its adjoint equation

respectively, and D(X) is the left-hand member of equation (9b). The

substitution in formula (73) of the values of T(x) and Z(t) given by the

relations (16) and (17) leads to the explicit evaluation of Ç(x, t, X). We find it

convenient to write the result of this computation in the form

(74) Ç(x,t,\) =   ££i(M,X),
¡=o

where, in terms of the matrices (23) and the determinants (31) and (34), we

have the formulas

(a)       Ç°(x,t,\) = <P(*,X)31i$(í,X)D-1(X)£(X)e^<*-<>,

0        for t g x,

D(\) for t> x ;

(h)       ÇKx,t,\) = nx,X)S22ü(t,\)D-\\)D(\)e^^'\

0       for t g x

D(\) for t > x ;

(c) Ç2(x,t,\) = í>(x,X)3i2^,X)D-1(X)Z?4(X)eXB'(^+XB'(1'" ;

(d) Ç*(x,t,\) = <P(x,\)32i2l(t,\)D-l(\)Db(\)exs>^+™>(1'i).

where D(\) = D0(\) + D2(\)e™> - <

(75) where D(\) = D0(\) + i>x(X)eXÄ' - |

For convenience in substituting these terms in the integral (65), we note

further that

(76) Sn(X)i>(*,X)3ni^X)<R(<)i7(/)- = (si„(X)X*i--1«i,„(*,i,X)).,

where it is found from the formulas (16c) and (17b) that

(77) <*iM(x,t,\) = pih(x)r,(t)J,(t) + X-1! [aiUx,t)]Ji(t) + [aZi(x,t)]f2(t) ),

the functions af¿(x, t) being expressible in terms of the quantitites [^¡¡(¡c)]

and [qu(t)].

13. The specification of the value p.   The  introduction  of  the  factors

{l— an/u\" into the partial sums

* Birkhoff and Langer, loe. cit., p. 110.
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JV

SA*)   =     2~2C"ynix)
n-1

of an infinite series, to form the Riesz typical means

E  { 1--( Wnix), aN < ce = aN+i,
n-l     V W )

is motivated by the purpose, usual in schemes of summation, of assigning

varying weights to the sums Sn* From this point of view the quantities

a„/u are naturally specified by the rôle assigned them to be real and positive.

Without adhering strictly to this viewpoint we shall nevertheless utilize it

as a guide in the choice of the hitherto unspecified constant p of formulas

(62) and (63).

Consider first the case in which the constant a of (6b) is 7r/2. By §6 the

characteristic values are confined then to strips of asymptotically constant

width, bounded by curves which approach parallelism with the axes of reals.

Hence for any sufficiently large value ofj the quantity arg X,- lies arbitrarily

near one of the values 0 and w, and since A„ is real, it follows that as « and

N become infinite, n = N, the quantity {l — Çhn/A-n)"} is asymptotically real

and positive if p is a multiple of 2. We shall, therefore, choose p = 2 when

a = ir/2.

If a = 0 the characteristic values, by §6, lie in strips which approach

parallelism with the axes of imaginaries. Hence in this case the value arg X,

for any/ sufficiently large lies near one of the values 7r/2 and 3ir/2, and it fol-

lows that {1 — (X„/Ajv)" } is now asymptotically real and positive if p is a

multiple of 4.  We are led, therefore, to the choice p = i when a = 0.

In the case 0<a<7r/2 the strips containing the characteristic values

approach parallelism with certain other rays in the X plane, these rays being

four in number, and being given by the formulas (37) if no term of the

characteristic equation (35) vanishes identically. We shall confine our con-

siderations, when 0<a<7r/2, to the case in which this hypothesis on the

equation (35) is fulfilled.

If, in formula (63), o-¿ = 0 for either value of ¿, the element sf„(X) reduces

to unity and the question of the value of p is obviated so far as the correspond-

ing component of (65) is concerned. This corresponds, of course, to the con-

vergence of the respective component of the expansion (60).   If o-j>0, on

* Cf. Hardy and Riesz, The General Theory of Dirichlet's Series, Cambridge University Press,

1915, p. 22.
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the other hand, p must be chosen, and the principle followed in the previous

cases clearly demands now a choice such that

(78) pÍt/2 ± a) m 0 (mod2ir),

for both determinations of the ambiguous sign involved. It is found directly

that the relations (78) are possible only if a is commensurable with it, and

hence we shall restrict our further considerations when o-j>0 to this case.*

The values of p which satisfy (78) are then readily determined to be even

integers, and we shall choose p as the smallest positive value for which the

relation (78) holds.

14. Auxiliary theorems. The proof of the convergence of the integral

(65) as «—*<x> is to be based upon certain classical theorems of Lebesgue and

upon certain partial results which we shall summarize in the form of lemmas.

For convenience in reference we group these theorems and lemmas together

at this point.

Consider the integral

7(<¿v0 =   I    faz)faz,n)dz,
J a

where faz, n) is integrable with respect to z for the values « of a sequence

«i, n2, ■ ■ • ; where «,—>°°, as s—>oo. We quote the following two theorems, f

Lebesgue Theorem A.   A necessary and sufficient condition that

lim Ii<P,n) = 0,
n—»oo

for every integrable function fa{z), is that

(i) |<p(2, «) | <M, a constant independent of z and n;

(ii) lim   I    faz,n)dz = 0,    for a ^Zi^z2^b.

Lebesgue Theorem B.  A necessary and sufficient condition that

lim   Iiip,n)=cfaa+),
n—»oo

for every function fa{z) which is of bounded variation on (a, b), is that

faz,n)dz
2.

< M,    for    a g 2i g 22 ¿ b,

* This hypothesis is fulfilled in the cases to which the "means" have been applied by Stone,

loc. cit.  It is, of course, also satisfied when a = 0 or a = x/2.

f Lebesgue, Annales de Toulouse, (3), vol. 1 (1909), p. 52 and p. 70.
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(ii) lim <t>iz,n)dz = 0,        for   a < Zi = zt ?£ b,
n—*oo J Zl

(iii) lim   I    c/>(z,»)¿2 = c, for   a < zi ^ b.
n->oo J a

In the following lemmas the variable z, which is considered real, is to

range as specified either over the interval (0, z2) or over the interval (zi, z2)

where Zi > 0. The complex parameter p is considered to range over the circles

of the sequence C„ with centers at p = 0 and radii A„, the argument x being

defined by the relation

p = ¿A„e»x.

Any arc of C„ which lies entirely on the half-plane 0^x = 'r, i-c, on the

half-plane in which Re (p)^0, is designated by c„. The symbol EÇz, p) is

used to represent a function which is integrable and bounded for \p\ suffi-

ciently large, and M is used to indicate a positive constant suitably chosen.

Lastly, we use the symbols 0(1) and o(l) to indicate functions which are

bounded or approach zero respectively as »—»°°.

Lemma I.* If \piz) is any function which is integrable on the interval

(0, z2) and0 = z' = z" = z2, then

i"     f  e"Eiz,Pmz)-dz = oil).
Jz-        Jcn P

Lemma II.  If on the arc cn, x = Xs, then

f  {1 - eiMx}VF(z,p)cfp = A„'+V+10(1).

This conclusion is immediately drawn upon using the fact that

(79) | 1 - ei»x\ ' g Mx°.

Lemma IH.f If p is an even integer and z>0, the integral

(80) 7(z,«) =   I    {l - ei"x}'pre"dp
J'n

satisfies the relation
Iiz,n) = z-'^An'-'CXl).

On the arc c„ we have clearly

* Tamarkin 2, loc. cit., p. 43.

t Stone, these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), p. 714.
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/e-(l/2)A„2X {or      0  =        =   ̂ 2,
(81) <H = <rA»< *■»<<<

' (e-(l/2)A„,(r-X)       for      w/2   <  x   =   ,.,

Consider first the integral Z'(z, «) obtained by replacing c„ in (80) by

that portion of cn on which \¿ir/2. We obtain then from (79) and (81) the

inequality

/>  T/2 x'An'+ie-U'V^dx,
0

and setting
f = §A«zx,

we find that

| 7'(z,«) | = M(-)      A,«*1 f   f «-f* = Miz-°-iknr-°.
\zA„/ J o

The integral 7"(z, w) contributed to (80) by the integration over the portion

of c„ for which x>""/2 may be treated similarly. Thus if we set x — x = V,

then since p is by hypothesis an even integer we have

and the reasoning above may be repeated with — r¡ replacing x- This es-

tablishes the lemma.

Lemma IV. 7/¿» the expression (80) o^t, then for any integrable function

ypiz) and any expression [a(z)] of the type (15) with integrable coefficients

(82) f    Iiz,n)Hz)[aiz)]dz = oil), for zi ^ z' = z" = z2.
J t'

From the definition (15) we derive the form

77/ \

(83) *i¿)Pr [«(«) ] = Priz,P)+ —^- *iz),
p

where Pr is a polynomial in p of degree r. By Lemma I the last term of (83)

contributes to the integral (82) a quantity of order o(l). To discuss the terms

of (82) due to the expression FT(z, p) we observe that Lemma III may be

applied to the members on the right of the equality

(84) f    Iiz,n)dz=    f  {l - e**}'pT-ie„"dp _ J    {i _ e**}'p^e^'dp,

to show that this integral is of order o (1), and hence that we may apply the

Lebesgue theorem A to the integrals arising from the terms of the poly-

nomial Fr(z, p).    The conclusion of the lemma follows.
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Lemma V.  // in the integral (80) t = 0, and cn is the semicircle Oáxáir,

then

lim   í    I(z,n)p(z)dz = - irip(0+),
n—»so   J o

for any function \p(z) which is integrable and is of bounded variation in some

interval (0, e) where e>0.

The integration from e to z2 yields a result which is of the order o(l) by

Lemma IV. Hence to prove the present lemma we need only show that the

integral from 0 to € satisfies the hypotheses of the Lebesgue theorem B.

The first of these hypotheses, (i), is clearly fulfilled, and, applying Lemma

III to the integrals on the right of (84) with r = 0, it is also clear that condition

(ii) is fulfilled. Lastly, if we set <j> = eix, and recall that p is an even integer,

we obtain the formula*

I(z,n) = -    I    {l -c6"}VA"<*íA„d<¿>= - 2t I    {1 - <p"]'\n cos Anz<bd<f>,
J -i Jo

from which it follows that

/I(z,n)dz = - 2i I     fl - c6"}°
o J 0

sin A„«c/>
-d<p.

<t>.

But this last integral approaches the limit — *•*, as one sees by applying it

to the Lebesgue theorem B itself, and using the Dirichlet integral formula

/'1 sin *A„e</>
-d<b = it/2.

0             0

Hence condition (iii) is also fulfilled and the lemma is proved.

15. The integrals Jn°(x) ■   and Jnl(x) •   for 0<*<1, a = 0, and cr¿^0.

Let the integrals J„l(x) be defined by the formula

(85)   Jn'(x)- = ̂ — f     f Sn(\)Ç'(x,t,\)mMt)-dXdt (I = 0,1,2,3).
2lTl J o    •' c„

Then by (74) the sum of these integrals yields the integral in (65) and we

may determine the limit of the latter by considering separately the evalua-

tions of the expressions (85). The details of these evaluations differ some-

what in the cases a = 0, a = ir/2, and 0<a<7r/2. They depend also upon

whether x lies in the interior or at the ends of the interval (0, 1). We begin

by considering in detail the case in which a = 0 and'0<*<l.

t Cf. Stone loc. cit., pp. 724-726.
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If a = 0, the constants vi and v2 in (6b) are both unity and the functions

fi(x)> fi(x), are accordingly real and positive. By § 13 we choose in this case

ju = 4. Moreover, the deductions which follow require that we add to our

hypotheses the condition that in the characteristic equation (35)

(86) 7>o(X) fa 0,        7>3(X) fé 0 (if   a = 0).

From the formula for 7)(X) given in (75a) we find the alternative forms

Do + Z?2eXfi»

(87) D-'D
D

7>ieXÄ' + £>3eXÄ'+AÄ,
= 1->    for   f ^ x,

D

while for f >x these values are to be modified by subtracting 1. Now it was

observed in § 7 that on the contours G the quotient of 7)(X) by any one of

its terms is uniformly bounded from zero. Hence we have, in particular,

the two evaluations

i =£)3-1(X)e-XÄ'-XÄ0(l),
(88) D-\\) {

\ =7>0-1(X)O(l).

Let h be defined now as the largest of the numbers k2 — k3, ki — ko, and

±(k3 —«o), where for any / the number Kj—ki is to be considered zero if

Dj(K)=0. Then substituting the values (88) in the respective formulas

(87), supposing Re(X)=0 in the first formula and Re(X)>0 in the second,

we find that

_ t = \»e-xKi 0(1), for  Re (X) > 0,
(89) D-W ■

( = \he~

{-i- XVa' 0(1),     for   Re (X) ^0,    t g x,

the values to be diminished by one when f >x.

With the value of Ç"ix, t, X) obtained from (75a) with the use of (89)

and (76) we may now write the integral (85) for / = 0 in the explicit form

7»°(*)-  **—.(   f      f   Sini*)\-S"ai.nix,t,\)e™^'»d\dt
2iri\Jo   J cv

- (     f   5¡n(X)X-^coi,n(a:,f,X)eXR.(I-"d'Xáf
J x     J C."

(90)

- f     Í   5<„X*-i.^i,i1eXB.^)+XÄ.(1'"0(l)aXdf
•'o   •* cv

+  f     f    Sin^-^coi.iie-^^^-^'^Oi^dUt)  ,
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where C„' is the part of the contour C„ on which Re(X) ^ 0 and C" is the part

on which Re(X)>0.

Consider first the final integral on the right of this equation (90). The

quantity {7?i(l, x)+Ri(t)} is positive for all values of / on the interval

(0, 1). Hence it may assume the rôle of the variable z in Lemma IV, and if

we substitute for w.-.n (x, t, X) its value as given by (77) it becomes obvious

that the lemma in question applies, and hence that the integral is of the order

o(l) provided «r.^A — Si2. A similar argument with the same condition on

«t< shows that the integral preceding that just considered is likewise of the

order o(\).

Consider now the leading integral on the right of (90). In the case of

the component i = 2 the integral is of the type discussed by Lemma I, the

rôle of the variable z being taken by the quantity Ri(x, t), and it follows,

therefore, by Lemma I that the integral is of order o(l). This argument,

moreover, may be repeated for the component i = 1 provided the first term

of the expression wi.u (x, t, X) as given by (77) is tentatively omitted from the

consideration. The discussion of the second integral in (90) is entirely ana-

logous to that of the first, and hence recalling the omitted first term of

wi ,n we find that formula (90) reduces to the form

(91)

Jn\x)- =—-(sn f f   sin(\)fi(t)e^x^n(t)d\dt
2iri\     Jo J c„-

-on f     f    Sin(\)fi(t)e™><x-»ri(t)d\dt + o(l))-
Jx J Cn" /

To reveal more clearly the structure of the integrals in this formula

we resort to the change of variable defined by the relations

(92) Ri(t)=to-t,    R,(x)=U,    *i = £<>-£,   fi(t) -iMío-í).

Substituting these values and subsequently replacing £ and X in the second

integral by — $ and —X, respectively, we find for (91) the form

(93)

7n°(x)- -—(«.! f°   f   ii„(X)i*Vitto - OdXdÉ
2wi \     J o    *' cv

+5,1 f  ' f   Sm(\)e*Pi(to + C)d\dt + o(\)\-
J o   J c„' '

Let us suppose now that # is a point in some neighborhood of which

fi(t) is of bounded variation. Then it is clear from (92) that iAi(«:o±«:) is

of bounded variation in some neighborhood of £ = 0, and by Lemma V the
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integrals in (93) converge respectively to the values — x¿^i(£o±f)-    Since

^i(£o + £) —fiix±0), we have the result

(94) ?••<«>• 4( 0 )
The discussion thus given for the integral (85) with / = 0 may be repeated

almost without change for the integral with / = 1. We find from such a

discussion that if # is a point in some neighborhood of which /2(i) is of bounded

variation, and if Oi = hi—5n, where hi designates the largest of the numbers

Ki — ks, Kt—Ko, ± («a — «o), then

(95) ^^--"iO-r        \l?(    4.0''2 \ftix-) +ftix+)/

Combining these results and recalling the relation between the vectors

i(x) and ^ix) ■, as given by (57), we obtain finally the result

*Ai*Y +%°i*)- +7Ax)- -»4 «*(*+)• +**(*-)-.

16. The integrals Jn2ix) and 7„3(x) • for 0<x <1, a = 0, and ai = 0.

The integrals (85) for 1 = 2, 3 are now easily evaluated by the method of the

preceding section.  Thus we have

< = X«-"'e-XÄ'-XÄ»0(l),     for    Re(X)>0,

\ = \«-*oil), for    Re(X) = 0,

and we find in the manner now familiar that

Jn2ix)-   =—(    f        f    Sini\)\«-'°-ei'Ui,iiix,t,\)e™^+™>«^Oil)d\dt
2wi\Jo   Jcn'

+  I      I     5in(X)X--"-tewi,i2(*;,/,X)e-XÄ>(l'a;)-XB'<,)0(l)ciXai-.
♦'o   Jc„

An application of Lemma IV yields the result that these integrals are both

of the order o(l) provided ct¡^k4 — k0 — oi2, k, — k3 — öi2. In entirely similar

fashion it is found that
7nKx)--*0,

provided a i = k6 — /c0 — 5«, k¡, — k3 — 5n, and the results of this and the preceding

section may, therefore, be summarized as follows :

Theorem 1. If a = 0 and D0ÇX)D3ÇX) jé 0, let Hi, i = 1,2, designate the largest

of the numbers

± (*3 — Ko), K2  —  K3   —  Si2,       Kl  —  Ko  —  5<2,  Kt  —   K3  —  Si2,       Ki  —  Ko  ~  Sa,

Kl — Kt — Sa,      Kî — Ko — 8n,      Kb — K3 — Su,      Kb — Ko — Su,
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the number kj — k¡ being considered zero for any I if DjCX)=0. Then with

p = 4 and a i chosen in any way subject to the relation Oi — Ki,i =1, 2, the

expansion (60) associated with an arbitrary integrable vector $(x) • ¿í summable

of order (»i, o2) to the value

(96) *{*(*+)■ +*(*-)•},

at every point x within the interval (0, 1), ¿« some neighborhood of which $(#) is

of bounded variation.

Corollary 1. If ¡c, = 0, ¿ = 1, 2, /Ae expansion (60) ¿5 convergent.

Corollary 2. For a« arbitrary choice of the integrable functions fiÇx),

fiix), the expansion Ii,nÇfi,ft) given by (72) for either ¿ = 1, or ¿ = 2, ¿5 summable

of order o i = k¿ to the value

ilMx+) + fiix - )},

at any point within the interval (0, 1), ¿» some neighborhood of which /,(#) is

of bounded variation.

In the following section we shall establish the summability of the ex-

pansion (in contradistinction to its actual convergence) without hypothesiz-

ing the boundedness of the variation of $ix) •. In this respect, therefore,

the statement of Theorem 1 may be broadened.

17. The expansion (60) when 0<x <1, a = 0 and ffj>0. It follows from

Lemma IV, since the function ^i(£o + £) of §15 is integrable, that with an

arbitrary choice of a positive e, and £>«,

f     f   íi„(X)exVi(fo ± S)d\d$ = oil).
J,    J c„>

Hence we may also write the formula (93) in the form

(97) Jn"ix) = ~(in f Ztt.n) {*!({„ - Ö + Hit + &}dt + oil)) ,
2wi\     Jo /

where we have set

/«,») =   f  sini\)e"dt.
Jc„-

This integral /(£, «) is of the form considered in Lemmas II and III with

T = 0, and we draw from these lemmas the inequalities

|/(M)|<JfA.,

| /({,») | < MAn-**fl~l,    for   £ > 0,

M being a suitable positive constant.
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Let ¥i(£o,£) and <Pi(£o, £) be defined now by the relations

*i(*o,0 = *i(ío - Ö + *i({o + &- 2P(U),

ç  J 0

Then by a theorem of Lebesgue* the function <Pi(£o, £) approaches zero

with £ for almost all values of £0. We except from consideration the values of

$0, if any, for which this is not true. Then with an arbitrary choice of an

t) >0 the e in formula (97) may be chosen so that

(99) #i(ío,0 <V,    for   0 £ * g e.

Let the formula (97) be written now in the form

(100) 7„°(*). = ̂ (Wo^.i f  /({,«)# + «n f /(f,«)*i({o,Ödf + o(l)Y
2lTÎ \ </0 •'o /

From Lemma V we find directly for the first integral in this formula the value

,n)d£ = — Tri + o(l).
J 0

The second integral, on the other hand, we evaluate by the following method

which is due to Hardy, f

From the first of formulas (98), together with (99), we find that for n

sufficiently large

I     /• 1/A„ p 1/An

/({,»)*i(io,Öd€   < M\n I I ¥i({o,0 I df = Jf*i({o,l/A,) < Mr,.
I »^ 0 «7 0

Moreover, an application of the second of formulas (98) followed by an in-

tegration by parts yields, when n is sufficiently large and d >0, the inequality

"    |¥i(ío,í)|
f     /({,»)*(fo,0¿í    < MA„-*>  f    -

^ l/An J 1/A„ ¿»l+l
-dl

= Jf A„-»^ —- + (cri + 1) ———-di ) ,
l Í" I 1/An JUKn     ?'+l )

< M^ + #,({„. 1/A„) + (a + l)r,A„-' —- \ < M m.
I    (An«)'« •/l/A.f'.+ 1J

* Lebesgue, Leçons sur les Séries Trigonomêtriques, Paris, 1905, p. 96.

f Hardy, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 12 (1913), p. 368.
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It follows that when ui is positive the second integral in (100) is of the order

o(l), and hence that at almost all points within the interval

The discussion of Ji ix) • is precisely similar to that of jlix) ■ just com-

pleted. Since the argument of §16 was based only on the integrability of the

functions fiix),f2ix), the reasoning of that section requires no modification

and we may summarize the results as follows.

Theorem 2. If the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and if, furthermore,

Oi>0, i = l, 2, then the expansion (60) is summable of order (<ri, 0-2) to the

value $(#) • at almost all points x in the interior of the interval (0, 1).

Corollary. If the conditions of Theorem 1, Corollary 2, are satisfied and

if, furthermore, o-j>0, then the expansion Ii„ifi,f2), i = l, 2, is summable of

order o i to the value /¿(x) at almost all points within the interval (0, 1).

18. The expansion when a = ir/2, and 0<^<1. When a = ir/2, the rays

(37) coincide with the axis of reals, and the constants Vi of formula (6b)

have the values vi = i, v2= — i.  If it is observed that in this case

£)(X)eX.lÄ.I

is similar in structure to D(k) in the case a = 0, with X replaced by Xi and

Rj replaced by \R¡\, it becomes evident that the discussions of §§15, 16,

and 17 are easily adapted to apply to the case in hand. The hypothesis to

be made in correspondence to (86) is that

7»,(X)^0,        7>2(X) fé 0        (ifa = x/2),

and by §13 we are to choose p = 2. The resulting theorems are the following.

Theorem 3. If a = ir/2 and DiCK)D2(K)fáO, let Hi, i = l, 2, designate the

largest of the numbers

±   (k2 — Kl),   K3 — K2  —  8i2, Ko  — Kl — <5»2,   Kt  —  K2  —  Si2, K4 — Kl — 8i2,

K0 — K2 — Su,   «3 — Kl — Sil,   K¡  —  K2  —  Su, K6 — Kl — S«.

Then with p = 2 and en—Hi the expansion (60) is summable of order (0-1, 0-2) to

the value (96) at every point x within the interval (0, 1) in some neighborhood of

which six) ■ is of bounded variation.

Theorem 4. If the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and if, furthermore,

<Ti>0, i = l, 2, then the expansion is summable of order (ci, 0-2) to the value

Six) ■ at almost all points within the interval (0, 1).
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It is clear that corollaries similar to those of Theorems 1 and 2, may also

be appended respectively to the Theorems 3 and 4.

19. The expansion when 0<a<ir/2, and 0<#<1. The details of the

discussion of the integrals (85) differ somewhat when 0 <a < ir/2 from those of

the preceding sections. The hypothesis to be made for this case is that no

term of the characteristic equation (35) is lacking, i.e.,

Dji\)fèO,    j = 0,1,2,3    (if 0 < a < w/2).

Moreover, as observed in §13, we shall, in the case of sumrnability as dis-

tinguished from that of convergence of the expansion, restrict the considera-

tion by the further hypothesis that a is commensurable with it.

The rays (37) together with the axes of reals and imaginaries divide the

contour C„ into eight arcs which we designate by C „ , where C „   and C „

are the arcs on the jth quadrant taken in counter-clockwise succession.

Since Rjix)=Vj\Rjix)\, whereas, on the arc C"'1', we have Re  (Xj»i)^0,

Re(X»<2) >0, we may write

Z)-i(X) = Df100*"*"l*'l~*"l*JO(l)l    on arc O/1'».

On the arc C„1,2) we have, on the other hand, Re ÇXvi) á0, Re ÇXv2) >0, and

we write accordingly

D~li\) = DrKX)e-^^R'[Oil),    on arcC'1^.

With these values substituted respectively into the formulas (87), we obtain

the relations

-I = \'>-«e-**¿R¿Oil), onarcC„(1'l\
D~lD{

{ = l _ x«-«^-ilÄilO(l),     onarcCn«1'2',     for    t ^ x,

the values to be diminished by one for t>x.

On the portion of the contour C„ in the second quadrant, we use the

second of equations (87) together with the evaluations

D-iÇX) =FV(X)0(1),    when   Z>i(X) = Z)3(X)ex">ls>i,

and

D-tÇS.) =D2-1(X)e-x"'lÄ'lO(l),    when   Z»t(X) < Z?3(X)ex-.lÄ.l,

and obtain in this way the formula

(101)   D-'D = 1 - XV'-.'^iXl), on arcs C^2^ and C„<2'2», for / = x.

Here h0 designates the larger of the numbers k3 — k2 and «i — k0. In similar

fashion we find also the further formulas
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= 1 - \«-«t*'J*JO(l) ,    on arc C»*3'»

(102) D~lD     = X*-«.e-*'.i*.iO(l), on arc C„<»'2>

= XA'e-x'>l*'lO(l), on arcs CV4-1' and C„<4'2\ for t g x,

with Ai defined as the larger of the numbers k0 — ki and k2 — k3. In both

formulas (101) and (102) the values given are to be diminished by one when

t>x.

The integral (85) with / = 0 may now be written explicitly, and is found

to be given by the formula

(103)7°n(z)- =—4   f     f   Sin\-s»ai.ii(x,t,W>^x^dkdt
2ti\Jo   Jc„'

-   \     \     s,„X-í"co,.n(a;,í,X)ex'ilB'(*'"ldXd/
J x    Jcn"

+   f     f  J<„X*-i<»Wi,11e>-Il*.(^l+^.l*.ti.')lo(l)ciXd/
J o    J cv

+   \      (   SinW-'aoii.iie-^JX'V'^-^x^OWdKdt)-,
*'o   •'cv /

h being the largest of the numbers ±(k3 — k2) and ±(ki — k0), while C„' and

C„" represent respectively the portions of C„ on which Re (Xpi);£0 and on

which Re (kvi) >0. We observe now that this formula (103) differs from (90)

only in that X is replaced by X^i and R, by \R¡\. Hence the discussion given

subsequent to formula (90) may be repeated with slight modifications as

applied to the formula (103) and as conclusion we obtain again the relation

(94), provided in this case that a, ^ ± (k3 — k2) — 8i2, ±(ki — k0) — 8i2.

In precisely similar fashion the result (95) may now be derived under

the condition that cr.^ ±(k2 — k0) — S«,  ± («3 — ki) — 8<i, and the conclusion

that y„2 (x) ■ and J¿ (x) ■ each approach (?asa limit follows if «r¿ 2; k4 — «,-—5a,

«6 — «j■ — S<ii / = 0, 1, 2, 3.  The results, then, may be summarized as follows.

Theorem 5.   If 0<a<ir/2 and DjÇk)?â0, / = 0, 1, 2, 3, let ic,-, i = \, 2,
designate the largest of the numbers

±       (k3 — K2)   — 8i2, ±   (Ki — K0)  — 8i2) Ki — Kj — 8i2,

±       (l<2  —  Ko)   —  Su, ±   (k3  —  Kl)   —  8u, «5  —  K;  ~  ¿il,      j  =  0,1,2,3.

Then (i) if ic, = 0 the expansion converges to the value (96) at every point in

the interior of the interval (0, 1) in some neighborhood of which 5(x) ■ is of

bounded variation; (ii) if k>0, and furthermore a/ir is rational, then with

o i è Ki the expansion is summable of order (ci, a2) to the value (96) at every inner

point of (0, 1) in some neighborhood of which 5(x) ■ is of bounded variation.
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Theorem 6. If the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied and o-¿>0, the

expansion is summable of order (en, tr2) to the value ïïÇx) ■ at almost all points

within the interval (0, 1).

The analogous facts for the expansions (72) may obviously be covered

in corollaries to these theorems as was done in the case of Theorems 1 and 2.

20. The expansion at x = 1 when a = 0. The argument from which the

convergence of the integrals in the preceding sections was concluded depends

explicitly upon the fact that x is an interior point of the interval (0, 1). Not

only must the reasoning be elaborated when x is an end point of the interval,

but we shall be able to conclude summability of the expansion only in the

case of functions fiÇx), and ftÇx), satisfying suitable restrictions.. For the

sake of brevity we shall confine our considerations to the case x = 1 and a = 0.

The discussions required for the case x = 0, and for other values of a may be

given in an entirely analogous manner. To simplify the statement of the re-

sults we shall consider sÇx) ■ defined at x = 0and x = 1 so that SF(0) • = ï(0+) •,

and ï(l)- = £F(1 — ) - whenever these limits exist.

We suppose, then, that the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Then a

review of the integrals in the expressions for JnÇx) ■ in §§15 and 16 reveals

the fact that the integrals over the arc C„' are of the same character for

x = l as for 0<#<1, and hence that they converge to the value èî(l)--

But from formula (58) this value is zero, and hence we need consider these

integrals no further. The integrals over the arc C„", however, do require

further consideration. Thus the final integral in formula (90) was evaluated

by means of Lemma IV, while the applicability of that lemma depends upon

the fact that {i?i(l, x)+Riit)\ >0 , a condition which is not fulfilled when

x = 1. The discussion of the integral by other means requires a more precise

expression for the integrand. To obtain this we shall make use of the identity

(104) J--_!_ (Do + D<r*> + D^\
£>(X)      Z)3(X)eXßi+XÄ> I D }

Consider the fraction within the brace of this expression. It is obviously

bounded. We may, however, also obtain an evaluation of it by utilizing

the first of formulas (88), and hence (104) may be written in the form

(105) D-'ÇX) = X-"'crXÄ -XÄ.A^(X) + Df1*-***-™*,

in which A7(X) is subject to the alternative evaluations

,  =0(1)
(106)     N(\) '

( =0(1

\ = X"°-«g-XÄ.-xß,£>(!) _|_ x«-«.e-x**0(l) + X«-"e-XA'0(l).
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We return now to the integrals over arc C„" in formula (90). When x = 1

the first of these integrals clearly does not appear. On the other hand, we

obtain in place of the second integral when the first of formulas (88) and the

formula (105) are substituted in the respective terms of D~lD the three inte-

grals

(107) f     j    slnX"«-'»-{«e-XR^B1(')0(l)coi,n(l,/,X)(iXcf/,
Jo    Jr.."

(108)

(109)

f     f  sin\<>-«-^e-™^[a2]N(\)ui,ii(l,t,\)d\dt,
Jo J C„"

l      f   sin\''-"-s<'e->'R^\ — \wi,ii(l,t,\)d\dt.
Jo Jc." \-a3l

The first of these, i.e., (107), is found directly to be of order o(l) by the

arguments of §15. The second, however, i.e., (108), requires a more careful

analysis. We shall discuss it in detail only in so far as the integration over the

part of C„" which lies in the first quadrant is concerned. No essential

modification of the argument is necessary to adapt it to the discussion of the

integration over the remaining part of C„".   To begin with we set

X = ¿A„e-,'x.

Then the arc of C„" on the first quadrant is given by 0^ x air/2, and this

we divide by a point X0 into arc (1) and arc (2) as follows:

arc(l): 0áx^x.,

arc (2): X. < X á */2,
where

A log A„
Xa = -— ■

A„

In this we tentatively specify A merely as a positive constant.

On the arc (1) now we use for NÇh) the first of the evaluations (106).

By Lemma II it follows then that the integration over this arc contributes

to (108) a quantity which is of the order

IA logAn) ai

i,«-«-»»! * n o(i),

i.e., of the order o(l) for any choice of the constant A provided a i > k2 — k3 — 5i2.

Since the condition <r¿ rà Hi imposed in Theorem 1 admits also of the possibility

(Ti = K2—k3 — 5<2, we must also consider this case. However, the argument

requires modification only in the case of the integral arising from the first

term of co,-,u(l, t, X), and we may conclude this integral also to be of the order
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o(l) by the use of the Lebesgue theorem B if we suppose the function /i(f)

to be of bounded variation in some neighborhood of f = 0.

We turn next to the contribution to (108) by the integration over the arc

(2). To begin with we observe that on this arc

I ̂ ARjg-lRj J   _ j e(Xa-X)fi,- j   .  J yARje-\aRi |  (

while in this expression the first factor on the right is bounded since

Re(X„—X)^0. The second factor, on the other hand, may be written in

the form

from which it is seen to approach unity as A„—»00. It follows, therefore, in

virtue of the second of formulas (106), that if A is chosen sufficiently large

we have on arc (2)

X«,-«.-i.v-XÄ.<<>[a2]iYT(f) = X-'O(l).

By Lemma I then the integration over this arc contributes to (108) a quan-

tity which is of the order oil), and in consequence the entire integral (108)

is of that order.

The integral (109) remains to be evaluated to complete the discussion

of Jnil) ■ For this evaluation and that of the corresponding integrals in the

expressions Jnlil)-, 1 = 1, 2, 3, we shall impose upon the functions/i(f) and

/2(f) the restrictions that the limits

hit) /,(/)
(110) lim-,      and     lim-,  exist for i= 1,2,

<-»o   f»1 t^o    Pi2

where r¿) designates the largest of the numbers

K2 — K3 — 8i2 — S,-2, Kl — K3 — Sil — 5,1, K4 — K3 — Si2 — S,i,   K6   —   K3   —   On   —   Ôj2.

A review of the hypothesis of Theorem 1 shows that the numbers m do not

exceed the value of Hi and hence that any Oi chosen in accordance with

Theorem 1 satisfies the relation o i è t,j. We shall show that if the hypothesis

(110) is satisfied then the expansion is summable at x = l.

Consider then the integral (109).  Using formula (77) we may write

*""{3"'X«,-«r-»«|—• |«,-.U(1,*,X)

(in) =/i(0    £   x-ô) + Ut)    £   \"ßfiit)

+

m—0

F(f,X)/i(f) + F(f,X)/2(f)
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the coefficients ßyit) as well as the functions EÇl, X) being integrable on

the interval (0, 1). The integrals arising in (109) from the final terms on the

right of (111) are of order o(l) by Lemma I. Of the integrals due to the

remaining terms in (111) we consider next that arising from the general term

involving/i(<), i.e.,

(112) f    f   Sini\)\me~™^ß'im,it)fiit)d\dt.
J0    J c„"

For any integer I not exceeding o-, we readily verify that

¿Mw-i-i.-^yp--.^),

where P is used to designate a polynomial. Since the right-hand member

of this equation vanishes at the ends of the arc C„' when ai>l, we obtain

for (112) by an integration by parts t¿i times repeated the form

(iu) /.' L{|-G)'Px"^"'©'s" w!**-
Inasmuch as fi(i) is positive everywhere on (0, 1) the integrand of (113) is

integrable with respect to t by virtue of hypothesis (110). Hence by Lemma I

all the integrals (113) for which m <r,i are of the order o(l). If k2 — k3 — Sj2 <t<i,

this accounts for all the integrals due to the first sum in (111). However, if

Ki — k3 — 8a=Tii, the integral (113) for which m = rn remains to be considered.

A simple extension of the Lemmas III and V to account for the factor

P(X"/A£) in the integrand suffices for this consideration, and we find that

the integral converges to a value

c«^m,
if a i >Tn, or in the case Oi=Ta, provided the function /i(¿)/íT<1 is of bounded

variation in some neighborhood of t = 0. In this result C n is a constant de-

termined by the differential system and is independent of the functions

A similar discussion leads to the evaluation of the integrals arising from

the terms of the second sum in (111) and we obtain in this way the result that

under the hypotheses made

7.«(1) • - ((£ lim \}M) + C? lim ÄY = lim (-^>(0 ■
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The discussions of the integrals in the expressions jl(\) ■ for 1 = 1, 2, 3

follow on similar lines and we obtain thus as a total result, since by formula

(59), ivf(l) • = ff (1) •, the result

,Jn(19-)-*Sií)- +lim(—W  .

We see, therefore, that the expansion is summable at x = 1 if the components

of the vector 5(f) ■ vanish to a sufficiently high degree at t = 0. In quite the

same manner we should find that the expansion is summable at x = 0 if the

components of the given vector vanish to a prescribed degree at x = 1.

A special case of importance is that in which the numbers r,,- are all zero,

for in this case the final term of (114) is a constant matrix multiplied by

ff(0) • and this is C^by formula (58). Hence the expansion converges then at

x = \ to the value 5(1)-. If in accordance with Theorem 1 the expansion

actually converges, then since oí = th it follows that the constants r,,- are

zero and, moreover, that the same is true of the corresponding exponents

associated with the discussion of the expansion at # = 0. Hence the ex-

pansion then converges also at both end points to the respective values of

5(x) .

The discussion in the case a = 7r/2 is similar to that given in detail above,

and the results differ only in that the expansion is summable at x = 1 if the

components of the vector 5(f) ■ vanish to a prescribed degree at t=\, while

summability at x = 0 is assured by the vanishing of 5(f) ■ at t = 0. In the case

0<a<7r/2 a combination of the phenomena described occurs and the proof

of summability at either end point is found to be dependent upon the suitable

vanishing of the vector 5(f) ■ at both end points of the interval. We sum-

marize these observations roughly as follows:

Theorem 7. If the expansion under the conditions of the respective theorem

above is convergent (as distinguished from summable) at the interior points of

the interval, then it is also convergent to the value of the given vector at the end

points. If the expansion is summable but not convergent at the inner points,

then it is summable at the end points also provided the vector 5(f) ■ vanishes at

t = 0 and t=\ to certain degrees prescribed by the differential system.
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